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1. Based on an incident in Gogolis St. Johnis Eve, it was used as an introduction to Act III of its composeris 
unfmished opera Sorochinsty Fair. After the composeris death in 1881, Rimsky-Korsakov arranged the 
piece for orchestra. FTP, what is this symphonic poem portraying dancing witches, composed by Modest 
Mussorgsky? 
Answer: A _Night on Bald Mountain _ (accept close equivalents such as _Night on the Bare Mountain ~ 

3. Reportedly seen as recently as 1868 in Salt Lake City, his name was supposedly Ahasverus but changed 
to Joseph when he was baptized. He appears inA Canticle/or Leibowitz as the cryptic Benjamin. FTP, 
who is this mythic person who supposedly taunted Jesus at his indictment and whose punishment was being 
forced to walk the earth until the Second Coming? 
ANSWER: The Wandering Jew 

4. His Pulitzer Prize winning autobiographical account, _My Experiences in the World War_, recounted 
his actions at Belleau Wood and Chateau Thierry. He helped suppress a revolt in the Philippines and went 
to Mexico to pursue Pancho Villa. FTP, name the man who was made General of the Annies after he 
successfully commanded the American Expeditionary Force in World War I and who was nicknamed 
iBlack Jackj 
Answer: John Joseph _Pershing_ 

5. He won NFL Rookie of the Year in 1961, getting 56 catches as a tight end for the Bears. He was on the 
Dallas team that won Super Bowl VI, and he made the Hall of Fame in 1988. He became the second man 
to both play for and coach a Super Bowl winner when his Chicago Bears won Super Bowl xx. FTP, who 
is this man who hasnit done too well so far coaching the Saints? 
Answer: Mike Ditka - -

6. Written in the form of a bildungsroman, it follows the journey of Josef Knecht through a utopian future. 
The centerpiece of the novel, however, is not this character but a game, a fusion of music and mathematics 
as well as other cultural elements, which preoccupies the life of the main character. FTP, name this 
romantic novel by Herman Hesse. 

Answer: The _Glass Bead Game _ (also accept: _Magister Ludi _ or Das _ Glasperlenspiel~ 

7. Sir Everard Digby, John Grant, and Francis Tresham were drawn into it by, among others, Thomas 
Winter and Robert Catesby, the planis originator. The final plan depended on a soldier of fortune to 
complete the last step on November 5, but that man, Guy Fawkes, was caught. FTP, identify this plan to 
kill James I by blowing up Parliament in 1605. 
Answer: _Gunpowder_Plot 



8. This vitamin, discovered in 1918, is the general name for two related compoWlds, cholecalciferol and 
ergocalciferol, which are present in dairy products, fish, and vegetables. However, the active forms of 
the vitamin are not present in foods, but are instead manufactured Wlder the skin in the presence of 
sWllight. FTP, identify this vitamin, whose deficiency can lead to rickets in children. 

ANS: Vitamin D 

9. Canonized by Pope John XXII in 1323, as a student he was called the Dumb Ox, but he was later known 
as the Prince of Scholastics and the Angelic Doctor. He is known for reconciling the philosophical ideas 
of St. Augustine and Aristotle after studying Wlder Albertus Magnus. FTP, name this 13th century Italian 
thinker, the author of Summa Theologica. 
Answer:. st. Thomas _Aquinas_ 

10. Math question. For a quick ten points, give all values of theta in radians between 0 and 2 pi for which 
the tangent of theta is equal to negative one. 
ANSWER: 3/4 pi and 7/4 pi 

11. The subject holds a letter dated 13 July 1793. The skin condition resulting from the subject's location is 
nowhere apparent, as he has milky white skin and a contented look on his face. The only indication of his 
current state is a small wOWld and occasional patches of red in the water. FTP, what is this painting inspired 
by the actions of Charlotte Corday, painted by Jacques-Louis David. 
ANSWER: The Death of Mar at 

12. It was first devised in 1935 by an American geophysicist and was later developed with the help of 
Beno Gutenburg. The modem version, which lacks upper or lower limits, incorporates such factors as the 
strength of the rock on which the measuring instrument rests. FTP, name this seismographic measurement, 
defined as the logarithm of the amplitude of the motion of the seismometer 100 kilometers from the 
epicenter of an earthquake. 
Answer: Richter scale - -

13. This son of a Mormon rancher had his Washington, DC root beer stand mushroom into the Hot Shoppe 
chain offamily restaurants. By 1957, he had founded an airline catering service as well as one of the 
fastest-growing hotel chains in America. FTP, identify this American entrepreneur whose hotel corporation 
now includes Residence, Courtyard, and Fairfield Inns as well as his namesake hotels. 
ANSWER: lW. Marriott 

14. Born in Denmark in 1813, he enrolled at the University of Copenhagen, but rejected the influence of 
Hegel. This philosophens works discuss the razor-edge decision made by manis free will, which 
determines his personal relation to God, and he is considered the first existentialist. FTP, name this author 
of _Stages on Lifeis Way..j _The Sickness Unto Death_, and _Either-Or_. 
Answer: Soren _Kierkegaard_ 

15. In 605 BC he defeated the Egyptians at the Battle of Carchemish. To protect his country from invasion 
to the northeast he built the Median Wall. In 597 he captured Jerusalem and took many people into 
captivity. FTP, name this greatest king of the Chaldeans who did much to renovate his capital of Babylon 
and is credited with complimenting his wife Amyitis by building the Hanging Gardens? 
Answer: Nebuchadnezzar II - -

16. Senator Ben Nighthorse Campbell of Colorado wants to make the site of this event into a monument, 
but no one is quite sure where it happened. It began when Colonel John Chivington led the Third Colorado 
Cavalry into a camp of sleeping Cheyenne Indians under Black Kettle. FTP, what was this November 29, 
1864 atrocity in which hWldreds of the Cheyenne were slaughtered? 
Answer: Sand Creek Massacre - -

17. He went to school with William Carlos Williams and Hilda Doolittle at the University of Pennsylvania 
but proceeded to leave the United States. He founded the vorticist literary magazine iBlasti Despite his 
skills as an editor and critic, he is better known as the poet of such collections as iExaltations,i iPersonae,i 



iRipostes,! and iLustraj FTP, identify the American expatriate poet of iA Lume Spentoi and iCantosj 
Answer: _Pound_, Ezra 

18. They were first used by Parliament in 1459 and last used against Lord Edward FitzGerald in 1798 for 
his planning of a French invasion of Ireland. They were a favorite instrument of the Tudors and led to the 
enormous power of the Star Chamber. FTP, what is this coercive instrument which prevents inheritance or 
transfer of land and results in an accused person's forfeiture of property, prohibited by the Constitution. 
ANSWER: Bill of Attainder 

19. This writer was born in 1916 and was in the Royal Air Force in Nairobi at the start of the 
Second World War. This influenced his first collection of short stories, 1946is Over to You, which was 
followed in 1959 by Kiss, Kiss. For ten points, name this British writer whose most famous childrenis 
books include The BFG, James and the Giant Peach, and Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. 

Ans: Roald Dahl 

20. This mountain reaches an elevation of 16,804 feet on the higher of its two peaks. The larger peak is 
perpetually snow-covered, and a disastrous 1840 landslide buried a village on its lower slope. A 1949 
American expedition to this site was fruitless, but more recent expeditions have reported fmding ancient 
timbers. FTP, identify the mountain in eastern Turkey that was the Biblical site of the landing of Noahis 
Ark. 
Answer: Mount Ararat - -

21. Born in 712 AD. in the Honan province in China, he spent much of his youth travelling, during which 
time he met Li Po, and in 757 he joined the exiled court in the position of censor. His early poetry 
concentrated on the beauty of the world, but later poems such as iThe Beautiful Womani are filled with 
hidden satire. FTP, name this poet, often regarded as Chinais greatest, who refmed the Lu Shih, or 
iregulated verset. 
Answer: Tu Fu - -

22. He received an Oscar nomination in 1945 for The Story of GI Joe and was arrested in 1948 for 
possession of marijuana. He is best rembered for his tough-guy demeanor in a business where glamour and 
beauty were the standard and for his role as a revenge-minded criminal in the original Cape Fear. For ten 
points, name this actor who died in July of 1997 at the age of 79. 
Answer: Robert Mitchum - -

23. Charles III, elector of Saxony and king of Poland, Philip V, king of Spain, and Charles VII, king of 
Bavaria, all laid claim to the same throne. Unfortunately for them, Charles VIis Pragmatic Sanction had 
left the throne to the relatively powerless Maria Theresa. FTP, what is the name of the ensuing conflict of 
various Habsburg factions, ended largely in favor of Maria Theresa by the 1748 Treaty of Aix-Ia-Chapelle? 

Answer: War of Austrian Succession - -

24. Pencil and paper ready. For a quick ten points, compute the limit of the equation (x~+5x-6)/(x-1), as x 
approaches 1. 
Answer: 7 
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I . Given descriptions, identify each of the following principles of geologic time FTP each. 
a. This principle states that the laws of nature do not change with time. It was formulated in 1785 by James 
Hutton. 
Answer: uniformitarianism 
b. This creationist principle states that the Earth is periodically subjected to abrupt, violent changes which 
wipe out species. It was developed by the French naturalist Georges Cuvier. 
Answer: catastrophism 
c. Fossils can be relatively dated using the principles of this study partially founded by Charles Lyell 
which is the study of the layers of the earth. 
Answer: stratigraphy 

2. FTP each, identify the woman in the Clinton administration given a description, or for five points if you 
need to be given her current position within the administration. 
A. 10--She speaks French, Czech, Russian, and Polish and is the first woman to hold her position in the 
cabinet. 
5--Secretary of State 

--Answer: Madeline _ Albright_ 
B. 1O--This African-American and native of Mobile, Alabama, received high marks from both business 
and labor for her contributions in the mediation of the UPS strike. 
5--Secretary of Labor. 

--Answer: Alexis Herman - -
C. 10--This Middle Eastern-American was the first woman chancellor of a Big Ten school, that school 
being the University of Wisconsin. 
5--Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

--Answer: Donna Shalala - -

3. Identify the Northern European painters of the following works for 10 points each. 
a. [picture A] 
ANSWER: Rembrandt Van Rijn 
b. [picture B) 
ANSWER: Peter Brueghel the Elder 
c. [picture C] 
ANSWER: Peter Paul Rubens 

4. Identify the following partially human mythological creatures FTP each. 
A. Half woman and half fish, they supposedly often floated to the top of the water and combed their hair 
while sailors watched, perhaps even luring them into the water. 
Answer: mermaid s - -
B. Similar to mermaids, these half-human, half-seals supposedly lived near the British coast. 
Answer: silkie s or selkie s - - - -
C. These creatures from Indian myth are part human and part snake. 
Answer: _ naga _ s 



5. For the stated number of points, answer the following questions concerning a classic trilogy of the 1930s 
written by Charles Nordhoff and James Norman Hall. 
a. F5P, give the name of the fIrst book of the trilogy which dealt with a revolt against Captain Bligh on a 
voyage to the South Pacific. 
Answer: Mutiny on the Bounty 
b. FTP, the last book in the trilogy takes its name from what island where Fletcher Christian and the 
mutineers landed? 
Answer: Pitcairn Island (or Pitcaimis Island) 
c. F 15P, identify the second book of the trilogy, which told of the journey to Timor of the men set adrift by 
the mutineers. 
Answer: Men A~ainst the Sea 

6. Identify the following orders of knighthood FTP each. 
A. This is the oldest and highest order of knighthood in the United Kingdom. 
Answer: Order of the Garter - -
B. This is the common name of the Poor Knights of Christ, a military order which was suppressed by Pope 
Clement V. 
Answer: Knights _Templars_ 
C. Also called the Knights of st. Maryis Hospital at Jerusalem, this order of German nobles controlled 
much of Eastern Europe in the 14th and 15th centuries. 
Answer: _Teutonic_Knights 

7. Math question. Calculate the following integrals and derivatives for ten points apiece. 
2 

a) Find the derivative of eight iti squared times cosine iti [8t * cos t] 
2 

Answer: 16t cos t fi 8t sin t 
Answer said: _sixteen iti cosine iti minus eight iti squared sine t_ 

2 
b) Find the integral of ixi times the sine of the quantity ixi squared. [6 x sin (x )] 

2 
Answer: -cos (x ) 

Answer said: _negative cosine (of) ixi squared_ 
c) Find the definite integral of five ixi cubed from zero to one. 

Answer: 5/4 (accept equivalents) 

8. Identify the early works of science fiction and their authors for 5 points each given a brief plot 
summary. 
A. A man meets the Morlocks and Eloi in the year 802,701. 
Answer: The _Time Machine_by H. G. _Wells_ 
B. Otto and his nephew Axel follow the trail of Arne Saknussem into an extinct volcano in Iceland. 
Answer: A _Journey to the Center of the Earth_by Jules _ Veme_ 
C. Two adventurers search for a supernatural queen named Ayesha ruling a lost African city. 
Answer: _She_: a HistoI)' of Adventure by H. Rider _Haggard_ 

9. Identify the taxonomic classifIcation of the following somehow-related animals. 
a) Give the genus of the horse. 

Answer: _ equus_ 
b) Give the genus of the sea horse. 

Answer: _hippocampus_ 
c) Give the order of the horsefly. 

Answer: _ diptera_ 



10. Identify the following ancient dynasties for ten points apiece. 
a) This dynasty begun in North Mrica in 909 derived its name from a daughter of Mohammed and wife of 
Ali. 

Answer: ]atimid _ Dynasty 
b) This Chinese dynasty consolidated their power after the fall of the Chiin dynasty in 206 BC and ruled 
until AD 220. 

Answer: _Han_Dynasty 
c) This name is given to a series of Egyptian dynasties that saw the powerful Kings Snefru, Zoser, and 
Khufu rule at Memphis. 

Answer: _Old Kingdom_ 

11 . Identify the British comedy from a brief description for ten points each. 
a) Characters such as Kryton the android, Lister the drunkard, and the hologram Rimmer traipse about an 
abandoned starship 
Answer: Red Dwarf - -
b) Such characters as Mrs. Slocombe, Captain Peacock, and the sexually ambiguous Mr. Humphries run a 
strange clothing store. 
Answer: _Are You Being Served?_ 
c) This masterpiece featured the work of comedians such as John Cleese and the odd animations of Teny 
Gilliam to produce hilariously surreal sketch comedy. 
Answer: _Monty Pythonis Flying Circus_ (prompt on iMonty Python! or Wlying Circus! individually) 

12. Answer the following concerning matrices for the stated number of points. 
5: What shape must a matrix have in order to have an inverse? 

Answer: _Square_ 
10: What is the name given to a matrix whose rows and columns have been interchanged? 

Answer: _Transpose_ 
15: What is the name for the specific type of matrix whose inverse is equal to its transpose? 

Answer: _ Orthogonal_ 

13. For the stated number of points, answer the following about Jewish high priests. 
A. 5 points: This older brother of Moses is credited with being the first Jewish high priest. 
Answer: Aaron - -
B. 15 points: Mter Aaron died, the high priesthood was passed down to this man, Aaronis third son. 
Answer: Eleazar - -
C. 10 points: The high priest was the only person who could enter the Holy of Holies, which housed this 
sacred object supposedly holding Aaronis rod and the stone tablets of the Decalogue. 
Answer: The _Ark_ of the Covenant (also accept Ark of the Law, of the Testimony, or of God) 

14. Identify the following traditional English counties or shires FTP each. 
A. This county contains the northernmost point in England. 
Answer: _Northumberland_ (do NOT accept _Northumbria_, which is a kingdom) 
B. This county, though it has since been split into several smaller areas, was the largest of the traditional 
English counties. 
Answer: Y OIxshire - -
C. This county contains both the extreme southern and western points of the English mainland. 
Answer: Cornwall - -



15. Answer the following questions about the Korean War. 
A. 5 points: This president committed US ground forces to Korea. 

ANS: Harry S _Truman_ 
B. 5 points: This commander of the American forces, who wished to expand the war into Communist 
China, was relieved of command in 1951 by President Truman. 

ANS: Douglas _MacArthur_ 
C. 10 points: Before McArthur's landing, the Communists had forced the American and South Korean 
armies into southward into this coastal town, which became the site of Korea's provisional government. 

ANS: Pusan - -
D. 10 points: In December 1950, the Chinese crossed this river into North Korea, and the war became 
stalemated. 

ANS: Yalu River 

16. Given a brief description, name the Eugene Ionesco play for ten points apiece. 
a) Nameless, indistinguishable characters express themselves through cliches from foreign-
language phrasebooks in this satire of middle-class English snootiness, his fIrst play. 
Answer The _Bald Soprano_ 
b) This play caricatures a university professor and his students, who converse in a logically 
stilted language of the professoris creation. He dominates and eventually rapes and kills the students. 
Answer: The _Lesson_ (La _LeAon-.J 
c) The central character seeks to maintain his human individuality while those around him 
become thoroughly homogenated animals in this 1959 classic. 
Answer: Rhinoceros - -

17. Answer the following questions about modem American composer John Cage FTP each. 
A. By placing objects such as nails and fish between the strings of his favorite instrument, Cage created 
this instrument. 
Answer: -prepared piano_ 
B. This is the name of the John Cage work in which a player sits at a piano doing nothing for the 
prescribed length of time. 
Answer: _ 4i33i_ (4 minutes and 33 seconds) 
C. This sequence of aleatoric pieces included ones for cymbal, percussion instrument, and #4 for 12 radios. 
Answer: _Imaginary Landscape_(s) 

18. Answer the following questions concerning electrochemistry for the stated number of points. 
A. For 5 points, what general type of chemical reaction involving the loss of electrons occurs at the anode 
of an electrochemical cell? 
ANSWER: oxidation (prompt on redox) 
B. FTP, what type of electrochemical cell, which has two different names, both coming from Italian 
scientists, produces an electric current as a result of chemical reactions taking place in it? 
ANSWER: voltaic cell or galvanic cell 
C. For 15 points: this constant equal to the Avogadro constant times the charge of an electron represents the 
electric charge carried by one mole of electrons or singly ionized ions. 
ANSWER: Faraday constant 

19. Identify these Greeks in the Trojan War from descriptions FTP each. 
A. This King of Sparta was the husband of Helen. 
ANSWER: Menelaus 
B. This Trojan prince started the war by awarding the golden apple to Aphrodite and then kidnapping 
Helen. 
ANSWER: Paris 
C. It was the death of this Greek that spurred Achilles to return to the fighting after sulking in his tent. 
ANSWER: Patroclus 

20. Given the fIrst name of a king, identify the currently-existing European country which has had the 
most kings by that name FTP each. 



A. Philip 
Answer: France - -
B. Stephen 
Answer: _Hungary _ 
C. Christian 
Answer: Denmark - -




